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Palace Politics is the perfect fix for any Game of Thrones #GoT junkie. Join Merlin, Robin Hood
and Maid Marian's Son, a Knight form Camelot, bards, druids, rogues, rangers, steampunk
warriors, elves, fairy princesses, cowgirls, buccaneers, pirates and more in this collection of
greats within a single story.ThenIn a land of dragons, gods, monsters and wizards, where
Camelot and Sherwood Forest coexist in a world that on top of our own, a young Merlin has to
come to terms with who he is, while he is set on the first great adventure of his life, with the help
of a cowgirl/pirate Elf, and a steampunk ranger.ThenA young Merlin and his companions, an
Elvin cowgirl/buccaneer and a steampunk ranger, encounter a dragon-like guivre and river
dwelling narmen (mermen).

From School Library JournalGr 9 Up—A romantic's romance novel, this second volume in
Rutkoski's saga picks up where The Winner's Curse (2013) ended. Kestrel, a member of the
Valorian ruling class, is engaged and will one day rule the empire. Meanwhile, Arin, Kestrel's
former slave, is the leader of the Herrani people, and his subjects are starving thanks to the
emperor's taxes. Kestrel is torn between her need to help Arin and her loyalty to her father, a
general in the imperial army. Arin, in turn, is unraveled by his uncertainties: Is the woman he
loves a power-hungry liar, or is she the spy who is supplying treasonous information that might
just help him save his people? Some of Arin and Kestrel's misunderstandings and missed
opportunities are more histrionic than wildly romantic, and though the plot is saturated with
sword fights, subterfuge, and glittering parties, it isn't suspenseful as the previous entry. Poetic
passages demonstrate the depth of Rutkoski's research and talent. "It suddenly seemed that
Kestrel had been an empty room, and that all of her wishes came crowding in. They thronged:
delicate, full-skirted, their silk brushing up against each other." The ending finds the protagonists
again divided and facing life-threatening dilemmas, each thinking of the other. The last sentence
resonates so strongly that it might just be enough to sustain fans until the first line of the final
volume.—Chelsey Philpot, Boston University, MA --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The
Winner's CrimeThe Winner's Trilogy Book TwoBy Marie RutkoskiFarrar, Straus and
GirouxCHAPTER 1She cut herself opening the envelope.Kestrel had been eager, she'd been a
fool, tearing into the letter simply because it had been addressed in Herrani script. The letter
opener slipped. Seeds of blood hit the paper and bloomed bright.It wasn't, of course, from him.
The letter was from Herran's new minister of agriculture. He wrote to introduce himself, and to
say he looked forward to when they would meet. I believe you and I have much in common and
much to discuss, he wrote.Kestrel wasn't sure what he meant by that. She didn't know him, or
even of him. Although she supposed she would have to meet with the minister at some point—



she was, after all, the imperial ambassador to the now independent territory of Herran—Kestrel
didn't anticipate spending time with the minister of agriculture. She had nothing to say on crop
rotation or fertilizer.Kestrel caught the haughty tone of her thoughts. She felt the way it thinned
her mouth. She realized that she was furious at this letter.At herself. At the way her heart had
leaped to see her name scrawled in the Herrani alphabet on the envelope. She had hoped so
hard that it was from Arin.But she'd had no contact with him for nearly a month, not since she'd
offered him his country's freedom. And the envelope hadn't even been addressed in his hand.
She knew his writing. She knew the fingers that would hold the pen. Blunt-cut nails, silver scars
from old burns, the calloused scrape of his palm, all very at odds with his elegant cursive. Kestrel
should have known right away that the letter wasn't from him.But still: the quick slice of paper.
Still: the disappointment.Kestrel set aside the letter. She pulled the silk sash from her waist,
threading it out from under the dagger that she, like all Valorians, wore strapped to her hip. She
wound the sash around her bleeding hand. She was ruining the sash's ivory silk. Her blood
spotted it. But a ruined sash didn't matter, not to her. Kestrel was engaged to Prince Verex, heir
to the Valorian empire. The proof of it was marked daily on her brow in an oiled, glittering line.
She had sashes upon sashes, dresses upon dresses, a river of jewels. She was the future
empress.Yet when she stood from her carved ebony chair, she was unsteady. She looked
around her study, one of many rooms in her suite, and was unsettled by the stone walls, the
corners set insistently into perfect right angles, the way two narrow hallways cut into the room. It
should have made sense to Kestrel, who knew that the imperial palace was also a fortress. Tight
hallways were a way to bottleneck an invading force. Yet it looked unfriendly and alien. It was so
different from her home.Kestrel reminded herself that her home in Herran had never really been
hers. She may have been raised in that colony, but she was Valorian. She was where she was
supposed to be. Where she had chosen to be.The cut had stopped bleeding.Kestrel left the
letter and went to change her day dress for dinner. This was her life: rich fabric and watered silk
trim. A dinner with the emperor ... and the prince.Yes, this was her life.She must get used to it.* *
*The emperor was alone. He smiled when she entered his stone-walled dining room. His gray
hair was cropped in the same military style as her father's, his eyes dark and keen. He didn't
stand from the long table to greet her."Your Imperial Majesty." She bowed her head."Daughter."
His voice echoed in the vaulted chamber. It rang against the empty plates and glasses. "Sit."She
moved to do so."No," he said. "Here, at my right hand.""That's the prince's place.""The prince, it
seems, is not here."She sat. Slaves served the first course. They poured white wine. She could
have asked why he had summoned her to dinner, and where the prince might be, but Kestrel
had seen how the emperor loved to shape silence into a tool that pried open the anxieties of
others. She let the silence grow until it was of her making as well as his, and only when the third
course arrived did she speak. "I hear the campaign against the east goes well.""So your father
writes from the front. I must reward him for an excellently waged war. Or perhaps, Lady Kestrel,
it's you I should reward."She drank from her cup. "His success is none of my doing.""No? You
urged me to put an end to the Herrani rebellion by giving that territory self-governance under my



law. You argued that this would free up troops and money to fuel my eastern war, and lo"—he
flourished a hand—"it did. What clever advice from one so young."His words made her nervous.
If he knew the real reason she had argued for Herrani independence, she would pay for it.
Kestrel tried the painstakingly prepared food. There were boats made from a meat terrine, their
sails clear gelatin. She ate slowly."Don't you like it?" said the emperor."I'm not very hungry."He
rang a golden bell. "Dessert," he told the serving boy who instantly appeared. "We'll skip ahead
to dessert. I know how young ladies enjoy sweet things." But when the boy returned bearing two
small plates made from porcelain so fine Kestrel could see light sheer through the rims, the
emperor said, "None for me," and one plate was set before Kestrel along with a strangely light
and translucent fork.She calmed herself. The emperor didn't know the truth about the day she
had pushed for an end to the Herrani rebellion. No one did. Not even Arin knew that she had
bought his freedom with a few strategic words ... and the promise to wed the crown prince.If Arin
knew, he would fight it. He'd ruin himself.If the emperor knew why she had done it, he would ruin
her.Kestrel looked at the pile of pink whipped cream on her plate, and at the clear fork, as if they
composed the whole of her world. She must speak cautiously. "What need have I of a reward,
when you have given me your only son?""And such a prize he is. Yet we've no date set for the
wedding. When shall it be? You've been quiet on the subject.""I thought Prince Verex should
decide." If the choice were left to the prince, the wedding date would be never."Why don't we
decide?""Without him?""My dear girl, if the prince's slippery mind cannot remember something
so simple as the day and time of a dinner with his father and lady, how can we expect him to plan
any part of the most important state event in decades?"Kestrel said nothing."You're not eating,"
he said.She sank the clear fork into the cream and lifted it to her mouth. The fork's tines
dissolved against her tongue. "Sugar," she said with surprise. "The fork is made of hardened
sugar.""Do you like the dessert?""Yes.""Then you must eat it all."But how to finish the cream if
the fork continued to dissolve each time she took a mouthful? Most of the fork remained in her
hand, but it wouldn't last.A game. The dessert was a game, the conversation a game. The
emperor wanted to see how she would play.He said, "I think the end of this month would be ideal
for a wedding."Kestrel ate more of the cream. The tines completely vanished, leaving something
that resembled an aborted spoon. "A winter wedding? There will be no flowers.""You don't need
flowers.""If you know that young ladies like dessert, you must also know that they like flowers.""I
suppose you'd prefer a spring wedding, then."Kestrel lifted one shoulder in a shrug. "Summer
would be best.""Luckily my palace has hothouses. Even in winter, we could carpet the great hall
with petals."Kestrel silently ate more of the dessert. Her fork turned into a flat stick."Unless you
want to postpone the wedding," said the emperor."I'm thinking of our guests. The empire is vast.
People will come from every province. Winter is a terrible time to travel and spring little better. It
rains. The roads become muddy."The emperor leaned back in his chair, studying her with an
amused expression."Also," she said, "I'd hate to waste an opportunity. You know that the nobles
and governors will give you what they can—favors, information, gold—for the best seats at the
wedding. The mystery of what I'll wear and what music will be played will distract the empire. No



one would notice if you made a political decision that would otherwise outrage thousands. If I
were you, I would enjoy my long engagement. Use it for all it's worth."He laughed. "Oh, Kestrel.
What an empress you will be." He raised his glass. "To your happy union, on the day of
Firstsummer."She would have had to drink to that, had not Prince Verex entered the dining room
and stopped short, his large eyes showing every shift of emotion: surprise, hurt, anger."You're
late," his father said."I am not." Verex's hands clenched."Kestrel managed to be here on time.
Why couldn't you?""Because you told me the wrong hour."The emperor tsked. "You
misremember.""You're making me look the fool!""I am making you look nothing of the
kind."Verex's mouth snapped shut. His head bobbed on his thin neck like something caught in a
current."Come," Kestrel said gently. "Have dessert with us."The look he shot her told Kestrel that
he might hate his father's games, but he hated her pity more. He fled the room.Kestrel toyed with
her stub of a sugar fork. Even after the prince's noisy course down the hall had dwindled into
silence, she knew better than to speak."Look at me," the emperor said.She raised her eyes."You
don't want a summer wedding for the sake of flowers, or guests, or political purchase," he said.
"You want to postpone it for as long as possible."Kestrel held the fork tightly."I'll give you what
you want, within reason," he said, "and I will tell you why. Because I don't blame you, given your
bridegroom. Because you don't whine for what you want, but seek to win it. Like I would. When
you look at me, you see who you will become. A ruler. I have chosen you, Kestrel, and will make
you into everything my son cannot be. Someone fit to take my place."Kestrel looked, and her
look became a stare that searched for her future in an old man capable of cruelty to his own
child.He smiled. "Tomorrow I'd like for you to meet with the captain of the imperial guard."She
had never met the captain before, but was familiar enough with his role. Officially, he was
responsible for the emperor's personal safety. Unofficially, this duty spread to others that no one
discussed. Surveillance. Assassinations. The captain was good at making people vanish."He
has something to show you," the emperor said."What is it?""A surprise. Now look happy, Kestrel.
I'm giving you everything that you could want."Sometimes the emperor was generous. She'd
seen audiences with him where he'd given senators private land in new colonies, or powerful
seats in the Quorum. But she'd also seen how his generosity tempted others to ask for just a
little more. Then his eyes went heavy-lidded, like a cat's, and she would see how his gifts made
people reveal what they really wanted.Nonetheless, she couldn't help hoping that the wedding
could be put off for longer than a few months. Firstsummer was better than next week, of course,
but still too soon. Much too soon. Would the emperor agree to a year? More? She said,
"Firstsummer—""Is the perfect date."Kestrel's gaze fell to her closed hand. It opened with a
sweet scent and rested empty on the table.The sugar fork had vanished against the heat of her
palm.CHAPTER 2Arin was in his father's study, which he probably would never be able to think
of as his own, no matter how old the ghosts of his dead family grew.It was a clear day. The view
from the study window showed the city in detail, with its ruined patches left by the rebellion. The
pale wafer of a winter sun gave Herran's harbor a blurry glow.Arin wasn't thinking of her. He
wasn't. He was thinking of how slowly the city walls were being rebuilt. Of the hearthnut harvest



soon to come in the southern countryside, and how it would bring much-needed food and trade
to Herran. He wasn't thinking of Kestrel, or of the past month and a week of not thinking of her.
But not thinking was like lifting slabs of rock, and he was so distracted by the strain of it that he
didn't hear Sarsine enter the room, or notice his cousin at all until she had shoved an opened
letter at him.The broken seal showed the sigil of crossed swords. A letter from the Valorian
emperor. Sarsine's face told Arin that he wouldn't like what he was about to read."What is it?" he
asked. "Another tax?" He rubbed his eyes. "The emperor must know we can't pay, not again, not
so soon after the last levy. This is ruinous.""Well, now we see why the emperor so kindly returned
Herran to the Herrani."They had discussed this before. It seemed the only explanation to such
an unexpected decision. Revenues from Herran used to go into the pockets of the Valorian
aristocrats who had colonized it. Then came the Firstwinter Rebellion and the emperor's decree,
and those aristocrats had returned to the capital, the loss of their land named as a cost of war.
Now the emperor was able to bleed Herran dry through taxes its people were unable to protest.
The territory's wealth flowed directly into imperial coffers.A devious move. But what worried Arin
most was the nagging sense that he was missing something. It had been hard to think that day
when Kestrel had handed him the emperor's offer and demands. It had been hard to see
anything but the gold line that had marked her brow."Just tell me how much it'll cost this time,"
he said to Sarsine.Her mouth screwed into a knot. "Not a tax. An invitation." She left the
room.Arin unfolded the paper. His hands went still.As governor of Herran, Arin was requested to
attend a ball in the Valorian capital. In honor of the engagement of Lady Kestrel to Crown Prince
Verex, read the letter.Sarsine had called it an invitation, but Arin recognized it for what it was: an
order, one that he had no power to disobey, even though he was supposedly no longer a
slave.Arin's eyes lifted from the page and gazed upon the harbor. When Arin had worked on the
docks, one of the other slaves was known as the Favor-Keeper.Slaves had no possessions, or at
least nothing that their Valorian conquerors would recognize as such. Even if Arin had had
something of his own, he had no pockets to hold it. Clothes with pockets went to house slaves
only. This was the measure of life under the Valorians: that the Herrani people knew their place
according to whether they had pockets and the illusion of being able to keep something private
within them.Yet slaves still had a currency. They traded favors. Extra food. A thicker pallet. The
luxury of a few minutes of rest while someone else worked. If a slave on the docks wanted
something, he asked the Favor-Keeper, the oldest Herrani among them.The Favor-Keeper kept
a ball of thread with a different-colored string for each man. If Arin had had a request, his string
would have been spooled and looped and spindled around another one, perhaps yellow, and
that yellow string might have wound its way about a green one, depending on who owed what.
The Favor-Keeper's knot recorded it all.But Arin had had no string. He had asked for nothing. He
gave nothing. Already a young man then, he had despised the thought of being in debt to
anyone.Now he studied the Valorian emperor's letter. It was beautifully inked. Artfully phrased. It
fit well with Arin's surroundings, with the liquid-like varnish of his father's desk and the leaded
glass windows that shot winter light into the study.The light made the emperor's words all too



easy to read.Arin crushed the paper into his fist and squeezed hard. He wished for a Favor-
Keeper. He would forsake his pride to become a simple string, if only he could have what he
wanted.Arin would trade his heart for a snarled knot of thread if it meant he would never have to
see Kestrel again.* * *He consulted with Tensen. The elderly man studied the uncrumpled and
flattened invitation, his pale green eyes gleaming. He set the thick, wrinkled page on Arin's desk
and tapped the first line of writing with one dry finger. "This," he said, "is an excellent
opportunity.""Then you'll go," said Arin."Of course.""Without me."Tensen pursed his lips. He gave
Arin that schoolmaster's look that had served him well as a tutor to Valorian children. "Arin. Let's
not be proud.""It's not pride. I'm too busy. You'll represent Herran at the ball.""I don't think that the
emperor will be satisfied with a mere minister of agriculture.""I don't care for the emperor's
satisfaction.""Sending me, alone, will either insult the emperor or reveal to him that I'm more
important than I seem." Tensen rubbed his grizzled jaw, considering Arin. "You need to go. It's a
part you must play. You're a good actor."(Continues...)Excerpted from The Winner's Crime by
Marie Rutkoski. Copyright © 2015 Marie Rutkoski. Excerpted by permission of Farrar, Straus
and Giroux.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without
permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the
personal use of visitors to this web site. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition
of this title.Review"The middle entry in a fantasy trilogy brings new players to the game while
exponentially raising the stakes. . . . . The twisty plot is a cleverly constructed puzzle box of
intrigue and deceit, couched in graceful prose that shifts from restrained to voluptuous. . . .
Enthralling, agonizing and incandescent." ―Kirkus Reviews, starred review“The cliffhanger
ending of this second installment guarantees an anxious audience for the arrival of the third
book.” ―BCCB“Rutkoski's well-written prose is sumptuous . . . The shocking ending will leave
readers hungry for the sequel.” ―VOYA“The Winner's Crime teeters on a knife-sharp edge
between devastatingly romantic one moment and simply devastating the next. Marie Rutkoski
has captivated me with her world of mind games, power struggles, and espionage, and left me
positively desperate to see how Kestrel and Arin's story will play out.” ―Marissa Meyer, New
York Times-bestselling author of the Lunar Chronicles series“Brilliant plotting and absolutely
gorgeous writing combine to make The Winner's Crime a standout, but it is the complex, deeply
layered characters with their gut wrenching dilemmas and impossible choices that cracked my
heart wide open. It left me breathless and craving more--I don't know how I will be able to wait for
the final book. A truly unforgettable read!” ―Robin LaFevers, New York Times–bestselling author
of Grave Mercy and Dark TriumphPraise for The Winner's Curse:“The Winner's Curse is
breathtaking, a lyrical triumph in YA fantasy. Marie Rutkoski writes with tremendous power and
has created an epic of fearless beauty. This book should not be missed.” ―Ann Aguirre, New
York Times & USA Today bestselling author of the Razorland trilogy“Every line in The Winner's
Curse is beautifully written. The story is masterfully plotted. The characters' dilemmas fascinated
me and tore at my heart. This book gave me a rare and special reading experience: I never knew
what was going to happen next. I loved it. I want more.” ―Kristin Cashore, New York Times



bestselling author of the Graceling Realm books--This text refers to the paperback edition.About
the AuthorBorn in Illinois, Marie Rutkoski is a graduate of the University of Iowa and Harvard
University. She is a professor of English literature at Brooklyn College and a New York Times
bestselling author of books for children and young adults. She lives in Brooklyn with her family. --
This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Chapter 1Palace PoliticsAbove the library doors of Lactly Castle, a bronze plaque was inscribed
with:Qazivek Library dedicated to Qazivek the Sage- advisor and historian to King Diocletian,
ruler of the New Commonwealth, first king of Lactly CastleThe doors of Lactly Castle were made
of old oak, and were adorned with gold leaf; one of the huge library doors was already open.
The other door was held in place from being bolted into a bronze receptacle forming a recess
into the living rock of the castle floor. On either side of the doors were men in full plate with
burgonet helms, each holding partisans with English broadswords and sidearms of maces.One
guard had a solid silver-flanged ceremonial mace hanging from a leather strap strung through a
hold near the mace’s end, but not long enough to use it as a flail.The other guard had a more
practical morning star, whose leather strap would allow the weapon to be swung as a flail; its
heavy solid iron make indicated that it was designed to be wielded by the handle against heavy
plate. Despite this, the threading of it with such a long leather strap allowed the wielder to fight
off many peasants, rangers or the mercenaries that made up the mobile army’s lower ranks too
low to be labeled rangers that themselves not knighted and the knights were considered lower
than the palace guard.Young Merlin thought about these two palace guards, and wondered
about their ranking. The highest of palace guards guarded the King, and below them guarded
his council of whom he suspected these two guards had been elevated to for the council
meeting, hence their exulted attitudes, while most that had to guard the councilmembers, for
weeks or months; as there was always some need for a handful of the dozen council members
or their dozen collective deputies, undersecretaries, etc. to be in the castle; became bored from
the dullary of the task, and yearned for their days as knights on the battlefield.One guard was
shieldless, while the other wearing a triangular shield on his back. Shown upon the shield was
Lactly Castle on its upper left corner, a stylized griffin, with raven bird sections rather than those
of an eagle, unlike the King’s sigil the raven sections made the lion portions seem diminutive. In
the formerly the later were drawn similar to the English Lion sigil, the former like those
represented in art of Odin’s raven’s, the griffin on the King’s clothing had the proportions
reversed.Most knights changed or even had painted over their family shields after the Saxon
King, or “Druid King” ascended to power took over. This guard having not done so indicated
either his pride in his Nordic heritage; grasping a withering, scrawny snake with 13-heads (a
hydra) the bird’s talons producing droplets of blood from the body of the serpent; on the upper
right corner, and in the bottom 2/3 was his personal sigil, almost unchanged from his father’s
who was a great night, and in one form or another, it was a very old sigil; or that the appointment
was very new, and this particular knight had not risen up from being a knight on horseback, so
an old shield was brought into service for the temporary placement. Merlin suspected it was the
latter, as a Saxon King would not wisely have a knight proud of Norse/Norman heritage, when
that king was primarily known for reforms in the form of attempts to end the disparity between
the two groups.To this end, there were 9-Dukes in Merlin’s fathers day, and three (including



Merlin’s father) on the Royal Council, and now Merlin was the only Duke in the capital, as all the
dukes, and most of the royalty over a knight were Norman, and in order to distribute the wealth,
rather than just replace high ranking royalty of one ethnic group, with the same ranks giving to
another, the King had broken apart the lands, and thus barons abounded, and there were counts
and earls almost beyond counting, certainly beyond counting by some of the lords, whom had
been drummed out in the initial turnover when it was discovered that freedom fighters didn’t
necessarily make the best bureaucrats.Merlin’s attention went back to the wearer of the shield,
noting that he was the guard with the ceremonial silver mace. Malvin figured that the shield
being meant to compensate in combat for the relative inoffensive mace, coupled with the
partisans that were also more ceremonial than battle worthy. Merlin has seen many courtyard
battle practices that an unadorned quarterstaff of 8’-10’ would win against the 7’ partisans 3-
times out of 4; but it was required for the ceremony and feel.The Partisans heads were
representations of a griffin that strongly resembled the one on the King’s flag, but this
resemblance was made over functionality; as few if any strong strokes would have a tail, beak,
claw or wing strike its point with any great effect, and they were only moderately good at
disarming opponents.There were in the stores several different types of partisans made
specifically by the orders of kings or knights in war-time, with either great or sharpened winds, or
rearing opened or curved claws, or long dangerous looking tails, and others even included the
hydra to great military effect, or a combination of less extreme versions of all of these; but these
had not been war times.There were skirmishes with loosely knit bands of Vikings and Visigoths,
but the King was the first of his blood to sit upon the throne, not only in his family line, but of
Britannia, despite it being the location of the castle and thus the capital for many kings, but they
were only seen as the indigenous people, whose blood-magic Druids were seen as little more
than witch doctors and sorcerers of a primitive tribe.The fact that during the occupation the
Britains have developed their weapons so that it at least matched those of men from outside the
capital mattered little in the Commonwealth’s eyes till now, for it was only seen as a sign of the
power of the Commonwealth, not the quality of the indigenous people of where
Commonwealth’s capital now stood. The King had largely survived his 6-year reign to date by
concentrating upon reforms of the capital itself, undoing generation s of cultural disparity to his
fellow Britains; so those in the capital largely loved him, and those outside of it did not feel
particularly threatened by him; as his attention was not to their land or their people. The King
was more than competent at maintaining the roads, and keeping the rangers guarding the
woods between the City-States, where it was up to the king to keep his subjects on the roads or
in the small towns safe.The King had also been very careful to not take any lands or titles from
the Norse who’d typically held them. Instead the King merely allow those lords working for
previous kinds to maintain their lordships without having to be on the King’s council, and merely
introducing a whole new group of lords form the ranks of his own people; who upon tradition
would be granted lands even farther from the castle than the farthest Lordly holdings in the same
direction. Thus it would be up to those new lords to clear out and make into good land their



baronies to duchies, and what was it to Lords whose lands already granted them wealth and
who has less far to travel, what new lords did outside of their realm, when they had no income
fro those lands, while those allowed to move to their lands could just sit back and let them make
the lords money, or develop them to become immensely wealthy.The Library doubled as the
council chambers, within the room was a long rectangular table, on the far side sat the King. A
tall man wearing finely made clothing, with a scepter within reach of his right hand, upon the
oaken table were worn dents, some appearing centuries old, and corresponding blemishes
upon the scepter.Behind the King stood a broad man 6½’ tall and wore highly intricately
designed platemail armor which due to his size and build he wore as if it were feildplate or
parade armor; his longsword’s golden guard formed right angles with the blade, the wooden
handle was of the finest quality, and within its golden pommel showed a huge sapphire of
immense quality.Sir Launfal was well known to have arrived from the part of the Old World
known as Camelot, after having fallen in love with a fairy princess. Launfal’s true age was not
known, for his wife’s people had such facility between the two worlds that they could send him
back to the age of youth, so he’d return at the age at which he’d first arrived, only with much
greater knowledge each time.His half fairy, or commonly referred to as half elf, children served
as a bard traveling with the knights, in the case of his oldest. An illusionist or court entertainer for
his middle child; and his youngest being a nature guide, naturalist, and ranger who served under
Malvin- whom the wizard found exceptionally competent and skilled while his appearance was a
mere 20yrs old, Merlin had at different times, from different historical references put his
underling at first 4 times this, then 5, and most recently 6 times his appearance- thus to his most
recent judgments, putting the knight’s youngest son at 120-125yrs old, lending credence to the
rumor that the fairy princess had given her children prolonged lives, or that they were merely
reincarnated with each new return, of which Merlin more believed the latter, for the princess was
very beautiful, and not at all shy in showing public affections to her husband.On King’s right sat
his personal advisor and lifetime friend of Tower Chief of Staff Porcal the Prophet. Porcal’s skills
went far beyond his precognition, which allowed him the ability to see simultaneously an hour
into the future of every person he’d ever met. Formerly known as Porcal the Bard, he also ran
the entertainment troupes within the capital, was the head of the Capital’s Bard’s Guild that took
money from every in any aspect of the entertainment industry, from actors to fools to carnies; on
and chaired the board that oversaw all such activities.Porcal himself was said to be such a
skilled bard that he could tame a bear with just his music, and knew every word of gossip and
lore that passed through the capital. Porcal sat near table’s corner, able to lean to his left and
whisper in the King’s ear and lean right to have a private conversation with a councilman on the
long side of the table.Porcal’s position as position requiring any and all council members to meet
with him before meeting with the king, save for at meetings like this, and he made the
appointments or turned them away; after hearing everything they wanted to see the king over,
making him more knowledgeable about such matters than the King himself. Porcal’s inborn
magic made him uniquely fit for the cast, as he automatically saw an hour into his own future, so



already knew everything the councilmembers say and so when meeting him, and once meeting
him, knowing what they’d do in the next hour, and he could adjust this to different futures by
merely introducing thoughts of different actions of his; furthermore, he’d locked his magical
power upon the king, so he would also know everything that would befall the king within the next
hour as well.

Chapter 1Palace PoliticsAbove the library doors of Lactly Castle, a bronze plaque was inscribed
with:Qazivek Library dedicated to Qazivek the Sage- advisor and historian to King Diocletian,
ruler of the New Commonwealth, first king of Lactly CastleThe doors of Lactly Castle were made
of old oak, and were adorned with gold leaf; one of the huge library doors was already open.
The other door was held in place from being bolted into a bronze receptacle forming a recess
into the living rock of the castle floor. On either side of the doors were men in full plate with
burgonet helms, each holding partisans with English broadswords and sidearms of maces.One
guard had a solid silver-flanged ceremonial mace hanging from a leather strap strung through a
hold near the mace’s end, but not long enough to use it as a flail.The other guard had a more
practical morning star, whose leather strap would allow the weapon to be swung as a flail; its
heavy solid iron make indicated that it was designed to be wielded by the handle against heavy
plate. Despite this, the threading of it with such a long leather strap allowed the wielder to fight
off many peasants, rangers or the mercenaries that made up the mobile army’s lower ranks too
low to be labeled rangers that themselves not knighted and the knights were considered lower
than the palace guard.Young Merlin thought about these two palace guards, and wondered
about their ranking. The highest of palace guards guarded the King, and below them guarded
his council of whom he suspected these two guards had been elevated to for the council
meeting, hence their exulted attitudes, while most that had to guard the councilmembers, for
weeks or months; as there was always some need for a handful of the dozen council members
or their dozen collective deputies, undersecretaries, etc. to be in the castle; became bored from
the dullary of the task, and yearned for their days as knights on the battlefield.One guard was
shieldless, while the other wearing a triangular shield on his back. Shown upon the shield was
Lactly Castle on its upper left corner, a stylized griffin, with raven bird sections rather than those
of an eagle, unlike the King’s sigil the raven sections made the lion portions seem diminutive. In
the formerly the later were drawn similar to the English Lion sigil, the former like those
represented in art of Odin’s raven’s, the griffin on the King’s clothing had the proportions
reversed.Most knights changed or even had painted over their family shields after the Saxon
King, or “Druid King” ascended to power took over. This guard having not done so indicated
either his pride in his Nordic heritage; grasping a withering, scrawny snake with 13-heads (a
hydra) the bird’s talons producing droplets of blood from the body of the serpent; on the upper
right corner, and in the bottom 2/3 was his personal sigil, almost unchanged from his father’s
who was a great night, and in one form or another, it was a very old sigil; or that the appointment
was very new, and this particular knight had not risen up from being a knight on horseback, so



an old shield was brought into service for the temporary placement. Merlin suspected it was the
latter, as a Saxon King would not wisely have a knight proud of Norse/Norman heritage, when
that king was primarily known for reforms in the form of attempts to end the disparity between
the two groups.To this end, there were 9-Dukes in Merlin’s fathers day, and three (including
Merlin’s father) on the Royal Council, and now Merlin was the only Duke in the capital, as all the
dukes, and most of the royalty over a knight were Norman, and in order to distribute the wealth,
rather than just replace high ranking royalty of one ethnic group, with the same ranks giving to
another, the King had broken apart the lands, and thus barons abounded, and there were counts
and earls almost beyond counting, certainly beyond counting by some of the lords, whom had
been drummed out in the initial turnover when it was discovered that freedom fighters didn’t
necessarily make the best bureaucrats.Merlin’s attention went back to the wearer of the shield,
noting that he was the guard with the ceremonial silver mace. Malvin figured that the shield
being meant to compensate in combat for the relative inoffensive mace, coupled with the
partisans that were also more ceremonial than battle worthy. Merlin has seen many courtyard
battle practices that an unadorned quarterstaff of 8’-10’ would win against the 7’ partisans 3-
times out of 4; but it was required for the ceremony and feel.The Partisans heads were
representations of a griffin that strongly resembled the one on the King’s flag, but this
resemblance was made over functionality; as few if any strong strokes would have a tail, beak,
claw or wing strike its point with any great effect, and they were only moderately good at
disarming opponents.There were in the stores several different types of partisans made
specifically by the orders of kings or knights in war-time, with either great or sharpened winds, or
rearing opened or curved claws, or long dangerous looking tails, and others even included the
hydra to great military effect, or a combination of less extreme versions of all of these; but these
had not been war times.There were skirmishes with loosely knit bands of Vikings and Visigoths,
but the King was the first of his blood to sit upon the throne, not only in his family line, but of
Britannia, despite it being the location of the castle and thus the capital for many kings, but they
were only seen as the indigenous people, whose blood-magic Druids were seen as little more
than witch doctors and sorcerers of a primitive tribe.The fact that during the occupation the
Britains have developed their weapons so that it at least matched those of men from outside the
capital mattered little in the Commonwealth’s eyes till now, for it was only seen as a sign of the
power of the Commonwealth, not the quality of the indigenous people of where
Commonwealth’s capital now stood. The King had largely survived his 6-year reign to date by
concentrating upon reforms of the capital itself, undoing generation s of cultural disparity to his
fellow Britains; so those in the capital largely loved him, and those outside of it did not feel
particularly threatened by him; as his attention was not to their land or their people. The King
was more than competent at maintaining the roads, and keeping the rangers guarding the
woods between the City-States, where it was up to the king to keep his subjects on the roads or
in the small towns safe.The King had also been very careful to not take any lands or titles from
the Norse who’d typically held them. Instead the King merely allow those lords working for



previous kinds to maintain their lordships without having to be on the King’s council, and merely
introducing a whole new group of lords form the ranks of his own people; who upon tradition
would be granted lands even farther from the castle than the farthest Lordly holdings in the same
direction. Thus it would be up to those new lords to clear out and make into good land their
baronies to duchies, and what was it to Lords whose lands already granted them wealth and
who has less far to travel, what new lords did outside of their realm, when they had no income
fro those lands, while those allowed to move to their lands could just sit back and let them make
the lords money, or develop them to become immensely wealthy.The Library doubled as the
council chambers, within the room was a long rectangular table, on the far side sat the King. A
tall man wearing finely made clothing, with a scepter within reach of his right hand, upon the
oaken table were worn dents, some appearing centuries old, and corresponding blemishes
upon the scepter.Behind the King stood a broad man 6½’ tall and wore highly intricately
designed platemail armor which due to his size and build he wore as if it were feildplate or
parade armor; his longsword’s golden guard formed right angles with the blade, the wooden
handle was of the finest quality, and within its golden pommel showed a huge sapphire of
immense quality.Sir Launfal was well known to have arrived from the part of the Old World
known as Camelot, after having fallen in love with a fairy princess. Launfal’s true age was not
known, for his wife’s people had such facility between the two worlds that they could send him
back to the age of youth, so he’d return at the age at which he’d first arrived, only with much
greater knowledge each time.His half fairy, or commonly referred to as half elf, children served
as a bard traveling with the knights, in the case of his oldest. An illusionist or court entertainer for
his middle child; and his youngest being a nature guide, naturalist, and ranger who served under
Malvin- whom the wizard found exceptionally competent and skilled while his appearance was a
mere 20yrs old, Merlin had at different times, from different historical references put his
underling at first 4 times this, then 5, and most recently 6 times his appearance- thus to his most
recent judgments, putting the knight’s youngest son at 120-125yrs old, lending credence to the
rumor that the fairy princess had given her children prolonged lives, or that they were merely
reincarnated with each new return, of which Merlin more believed the latter, for the princess was
very beautiful, and not at all shy in showing public affections to her husband.On King’s right sat
his personal advisor and lifetime friend of Tower Chief of Staff Porcal the Prophet. Porcal’s skills
went far beyond his precognition, which allowed him the ability to see simultaneously an hour
into the future of every person he’d ever met. Formerly known as Porcal the Bard, he also ran
the entertainment troupes within the capital, was the head of the Capital’s Bard’s Guild that took
money from every in any aspect of the entertainment industry, from actors to fools to carnies; on
and chaired the board that oversaw all such activities.Porcal himself was said to be such a
skilled bard that he could tame a bear with just his music, and knew every word of gossip and
lore that passed through the capital. Porcal sat near table’s corner, able to lean to his left and
whisper in the King’s ear and lean right to have a private conversation with a councilman on the
long side of the table.Porcal’s position as position requiring any and all council members to meet



with him before meeting with the king, save for at meetings like this, and he made the
appointments or turned them away; after hearing everything they wanted to see the king over,
making him more knowledgeable about such matters than the King himself. Porcal’s inborn
magic made him uniquely fit for the cast, as he automatically saw an hour into his own future, so
already knew everything the councilmembers say and so when meeting him, and once meeting
him, knowing what they’d do in the next hour, and he could adjust this to different futures by
merely introducing thoughts of different actions of his; furthermore, he’d locked his magical
power upon the king, so he would also know everything that would befall the king within the next
hour as well.However, there were few in the capital that doubted that it was the good friendship
between the two men, and their time spent on the road together, before the King ascended to
the throne that had earned the bard the position. Even with his magic, he had barely made a
living as a bard, more often than not being thrown out rather than being paid, a fact that
beckoned the question from many of how if he knew this had be played there. Usually the
answer given by him was that he had been young, which covered both bad judgment and not
having yet fully mastered his magic, which some have inferred was helped along by having a
telepathic best friend.On the King’s left sat the chief fiscal officer, Herman Nocha, whose name
identified him from The Thieves’ City, where they took the name of their personal god and the
city’s god; his last name put him at being born during the reign of the Demigod No Cha, who it
was said ruled the city as a living god; and his arrival in the capital put his leaving around the
time of that demigod’s fall, leading many to believe it was in fact a magician only pretending to
be the demigod, and if not, the rogue may have actually killed a living Demigod before heading
for the capital; while his first name indicated that Hermes was his patron god. Herman’s the
Secretaries of the Treasury, Commerce, and Labor reported to and who oversaw the Office of
Management and Budget, and chaired the Council of Economic Advisers. Herman’s his clothing
was made of such expensive cloth it could scarcely be afforded by any but royalty, but the poor
craftsmanship and failed attempt to comply with the Capital’s fashion, without signs of exotic
fashion belied his wealth’s inability to hide his humble beginnings. This was the style common to
both rich merchants who grew up in poverty; far from city-state or the capital, and those that
grew up in city poverty, the council seemed agreed that the later case applied to Councilman/
Secretary Nocha. Nocha was known to meet caravans intent upon liberating the capital citizens
money, and would beat them at their own games, till they had nothing more to offer as prizes; it
was rumored Herman had drawn together every foot pad, pick pocket, pick lock, cat burglar, and
mugger living within the capital and turned their activities away from praying upon those in the
capital, and when more dispersed or dangerous trouble than a single caravan faced the capital
he sent these out to undermine their efforts. Herman and Porcal’s games with each other had
become legendary and forged a close friendship between the two, perhaps because each found
the other the only man they could not easily beat, the King’s magician’s magic against the skills
of the greatest rogue in the capital, but that others saw it the skills of bards against those of
rogues/thieves only gave more credit to Herman Nocha’s skill that he could go up against one



with both such magical foresight and the card-playing ability of one as skilled at such games
compared to gypsies and carnies as gypsies and carnies did to those both groups called
“townies”- in other words, everyone else. Nocha’s personal lethalness was not well known, till a
knight’s goading during fairground games, when the night threw three daggers into a target,
making ten points, but didn’t hit the bull’s-eye, and Nocha withdrew an ordinary letter opener
from within the folds of his clothing, and without ceremony threw it within the bull’s-eye, then
withdrew a finely made bejewel dagger, spinning it upon a forefinger by the sharp tip, as if to say:
“imagine what I could have done with this.”.Next to Herman at the corner of the table was Lady
Lydia, one of the few women on the council, and perplexing to most, being as tough as a sailor
or cowgirl and as mysterious and ethereal as an elf. The Secretary of State, Chief Domestic
Policy Advisor and Liaison between the King and Commonwealth Congress Lady Lydia was said
to be the most powerful member of the King’s Council. At any time there were a few dozen
ambassadors within the capital bidding for her attention, she commanded 100 of her own,
spread across the commonwealth, to the Seven Kingdoms, the Five “Lost Kingdoms” whose
very existence were confined to legend, and she perhaps among all within the commonwealth,
or perhaps anywhere, could identify those from all five from their clothing and accents. Among
her more impressive skills, it was said that she spoke two dozen languages, and knew even
more culture’s customs.
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